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PREFACE

International meetings of small groups with interest focused on limited fields are becoming more attractive than large international Congresses. The small group permits informal and, thus, meaningful discussions without the ceremonious delivery of prepared dissertations. But it deprives larger groups of stimulation which might arise from listening to experts of foreign countries. This is particularly regrettable if the scientific neophyte becomes the victim of the restrictive policy. The International Association for the Study of Liver Diseases makes every effort to remain a small group of members acting, in effect, as representatives of their respective countries to develop a well balanced program of their biennial meetings. To serve as a stimulus of larger groups, one open session is held in conjunction with one of the major international congresses of Gastroenterology followed by a small conclave in a nearby town. The following proceedings record the open session following the Seventh International Congress of Gastroenterology in Brussels and a small meeting in the ancient and charming university town of Louvain. Both in the broad setting of Brussels’ Congress Palace and in the intimate but modern hall in Louvain, the organizational talent, thoughtfulness, and gracious hospitality of Professors J. vandenbroucke and J. De Groote were apparent. The program which they organized with advice from the honorary president of the Association, Professor Sheila Sherlock, and the most effective international secretary, Professor Adolf Martini, reflected the recent exciting thinking in the broad field of the normal and abnormal function and structure of the liver. The charm of the meetings is the interdisciplinary character, thus representing an experiment in medical communication. Our Belgian colleagues have now undertaken to crown their achievements in organizing the meeting most effectively by editing the proceedings and have, thus, increased the debt of gratitude which the Association owes them for all they did for us.

Hans Popper, M.D.
New York, U.S.A.
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